
Rail Wheel Plant, Bela

....moving ahead day and night.

BENEFITS

 Fully automated process plant built  without going in for transfer of technology with 
technology already available.

 Will  meet  the  shortfall  in  requirement  of  wheels  for  Indian  Railways  and,  with 
indigenous production replacing import dependence, help in conserving precious foreign 
exchange.

 Will  help  in  socio-economic  development  of  North Bihar  thereby bringing inclusive 
growth.

 Will provide indirect employment to people of nearby areas.

 Being a large casting unit, there is ample incentive for private ancillary units to set up in 
the vicinity.

RAIL WHEEL PLANT, BELA: STRIVING TO BE A CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE

 Latest technology Metallurgical/testing equipments have been provided to test quality of 
manufactured wheels and Raw materials.

 All safety equipments are being provided to Railway staff for their personal safety.

 Technical Training School & Training Hostel for staff and supervisors setup.



 Canteen with state of the art equipments for staff, Modular kitchen equipments such as 
automatic roti maker and Automatic dishwashing machine are provided.

 Kendriya Vidyalaya set up to impart quality education to children of staff and officers.

 A health unit (Polyclinic) being set up to take care of medical needs of staff & their 
families.

 An integrated Railway town ship is planned around the Plant.

 Sports stadium, Badminton Hall, Club, Community Hall, etc. are being provided in the 
premises.

 Vehicle lifting, engine holding, and rotating device facilities have been provided in Road 
Transport  Shop.

 Extensive Horticulture activities  have been undertaken around the Plant  premises  84 
acres, of the 257 acres, are being covered with green belt.

 Other eco friendly measures like Incinerator, Sewage Treatment Plant, in-house water 
conservation,  Fume Extraction and processing system with adequate chimney height, 
dust collectors, etc. have been provided.

IMPROVEMENTS

 Sprue  grinding  being  done  instead  of  sprue  wash  for  better  finish  of  wheels  in  an 
ergonomic manner.

 Use of  LPG instead  of  HSD in all  non-electric  furnaces/equipments.   This  provides 
better efficiency less preventive/breakdown maintenance and is environment friendly.

 Use  of  Robotic  Arm  automatic  Oxygen  Lancing  in  Electric  Arc  Furnace.   This 
minimizes staff requirement and provides safer working conditions.

 Capacity  of  EOT cranes  increased  from 35/10  to  40/15  tonnes,  leading  to  ease  of 
operations.

 Size  of  Normalilsing  Furnace  reduced  and  efficiency  enhanced  to  economize  fuel 
consumption, duly maintaining the cycle time of 30 wheel/hour as in RWF/YNK.

 For precise controls, Hydraulic Regulation of electrodes provided instead of relatively 
unreliable thyristor/amplidyne based regulators.



 Main plant Roof height increased for better illumination and increased air circulation.

 Bay length increased by 30 meters and bay width increased by 34 meters. This facilitates 
free  movement  of  material  handling  equipments,  like  Forklifts.   Also  various 
maintenance activities can be done with the Plant area.

 The bay length for EOT crane movement in Mould Repair Shop has been increased. 
This extension facilitates handling of graphite blanks by EOT crane in storage area.

 Staircases have been provided for accessing all EOT cranes and other elevated areas 
such as sand plan, coating plant roof, main plant area etc. for ease of maintenance.

OVERVIEW OF WHEEL MANUFACTURING PROCESS

 Scrap and other additives are melted in electric arc furnaces for making quality steel.

 Molten metal with required chemical composition is tapped into a pre-heated ladle.

 Ladle with liquid metal is transferred to graphite moulds for casting of wheels.

 Wheels are cast by pressure pouring technique in John Mohr Pit.

 Hot wheels, split from mould, are control cooled and sent for sprue grinding.

 For proper identification and traceability, the wheels are stamped with unique numbers.

 Wheels, after hub cutting, are sent for Normalising, Rim quenching, Tempering and Hub 
cooling to obtain requisite physical properties.

 Wheels are sent for Magnaglow, Ultrasonic and Hardness tenting to detect external and 
internal flaws and to measure their hardness.

 Wheel  are  finally  tested  for  warpage,  then  hum bored  and checked for  dimensional 
accuracies.

 After final inspection, wheels are ready for dispatch. 


